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In this paper we investigate various third-order asymptotic properties of 
maximum likelihood estimators for Gaussian ARMA processes by the third-order 
Edgeworth expansions of the sampling distributions. We define a third-order 
asymptotic efficiency by the highest probability concentration around the true value 
with respect to the third-order Edgeworth expansion. Then we show that the 
maximum likelihood estimator is not always third-order asymptotically eflicient in 
the class A, of third-order asymptotically median unbiased estimators. But, if we 
confine our discussions to an appropriate class D (c A,) of estimators, we can show 
that appropriately modified maximum likelihood estimator is always third-order 
asymptotically efficient in D. ii> 1986 Academic Press. Inc. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Recently some systematic studies of higher order asymptotic efficiency 
for stationary processes have been developed. For an AR( 1) process, 
Akahira [ 1 ] showed that appropriately modified least squares estimator of 
the first-order coefficient I3 is second-order asymptotically efficient in the 
class A2 of second order asymptotically median unbiased (AMU) 
estimators if efficiency is measured by the degree of concentration of the 
sampling distribution up to second order. This concept of efficiency was 
introduced by Akahira [l] and Akahira and Takeuchi [3], and these 
results are briefly reviewed in Section 2. Also Akahira [2] showed the 
second-order asymptotic efficiency of a modified maximum likelihood 
estimator (MLE) of 8 for AR( 1) case. 
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Now, let {X,; t = 0, f 1, *2,...,} be a Gaussian ARMA process with 
spectral density f@(n) which depends on an unknown parameter 19. In this 
case Taniguchi [lS] showed that appropriately modified MLE of 8 is 
second-order asymptotically efficient in the class A,. In this paper, further- 
more we shall develop the results of Taniguchi [ 151 for third-order case, 
and investigate various third-order asymptotic properties of the MLE for 
Gaussian ARMA processes. Our results grasp many other works done for 
AR( 1) or MA( 1) processes as special cases. 
In Section 5, we shall derive the third order-bound distribution for the 
class A, of third order AMU estimators. This bound distribution gives the 
highest probability concentration around the true value among estimators 
in A,. If an estimator in A, attains the third-order bound distribution we 
call it third order asymptotically efficient in A,. 
In Section 6, we show that the maximum likelihood estimators for 
ARMA process are not always third order asymptotically efficient in A,. 
While we give the necessary and sufficient condition for the spectral density 
such that appropriately modified maximum likelihood estimator is third 
order asymptotically efficient in A,. Also we give the Edgeworth expan- 
sions and the mean square errors of the maximum likelihood estimators up 
to third order. 
In Section 7, if we confine our discussions to an appropriate class 
DcA,, then we can show that appropriately modified maximum 
likelihood estimator is always third-order asymptotically efficient in the 
class D. In this section we shall develop our discussions by very general 
fashions. That is, we treat the ARMA( p, q) process with multivariate 
unknown parameter 8. 
2. CONCEPTS OF HIGHER ORDER ASYMPTOTIC EFFICIENCY 
In this section we shall explain a higher order asymptotic efficiency in the 
sense of highest probability concentration around the true value by the 
Edgeworth expansion. This concept of efficiency was introduced by 
Akahira and Takeuchi [3]. 
Now we consider the approach of Akahira and Takeuchi [3] whose 
argument proceeds as follows. Let X, = (Xi ,..., X,)’ denote a sequence of 
random variable forming a stochastic process, and possessing the 
probability measure Pr(. ), where 6’ E 0, a subset of the real line. If an 
estimator 0, satisfies the equations 
lim T(k-1)‘21PBT{~(gr-e)~O}-tI =O, (2.1) 
T-s 
lim T 'k~"'21P~{~(~T--)~O}-fl =O, (2.2) 
T-m 
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then g, is called kth-order asymptotically median unbiased (kth-order 
AMU for short). We denote the set of kth-order AMU estimators by A,. 
For e^, kth-order AMU, 
and 
Fof(x, 6)+ Tpl’*F:(x, 0)+ ... + Tp’k-l”ZFkf_l(x, t9) 
are said to be the kth-order asymptotic distributions of d’?(o,- 0) if 
lim T’k~11’21PDTI~(~T.-e)~~~}-FFO+(~,8)-TT1’2F:(~,e) 
T-r oz 
_ . . . - T-‘kp”‘2F;p,(~, f3)l =0 for all x > 0, (2.3) 
lim Tlkpl)/* PT 
T=t x I ~{~(~~-H)<x~-F;(x,~)-T-“*F~(x,O) 
_ - T-‘k~“‘2Fk~~,(.~, fi’)l =0 for all x < 0. (2.4) 
For 8, E 0, consider the problem of testing hypothesis H+ : 6’ = B. + x/fi 
(x > 0) against alternative K : 8 = 8,. We define 
Ho+(.x, t&J+ Tp”*H:(x, 0,)+ ... + T-‘kp1”2Hk+_m,(~, 0,) 
as follows 
sup lim sup Tck ~ Iv2 (P;(A T) - H,+ (x, 0,) 
{.4r}EQy T4 ?c 
- Tp”*H,+(x, do)- ... - Tp’kp1)‘2Hk+_1(~, o,)} =o, (2.5) 
where CDx is the class of sets AT = { fi(gT- 0) < x} with 8, kth order 
AMU. Then we have for x > 0, 
p,a+.,fiLw=p&+.~,J- ifi&- 4, - -Y/&I Q O} 
=f+O(T-‘k-‘V*). 
(2.6) 
By (2.3) and (2.5) we have 
limsup Fk ~ Iv2 (F,+ (x, e,) 
+ T- “*F: (x, e,) + . . + Tp’kp ‘)“F;- ,(X, 0,) 
-H,+(x, 80)-T-“2H,+(x,8,)- ... -T~‘k-‘~‘2H~+~1(x,&,)}<0 
for all x > 0. (2.7) 
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Also consider the problem of the testing hypothesis H ~ : e = e. + x/fi 
(x < 0) against alternative K : 8 = BO. Then we define 
H,(x, e,)+ Tp”2H,(~x, e,)+ ... + T +‘MZH;p,(X, e,) 
as follows 
inf liminfT’k~1)~2(P~(AT)-H~(x,~,)-~-~~ZH~~(x,~,) 
{ATIE@X T- 7z 
_ . . . - T~‘k~1)‘2H~~l(.x,e0)} ~0. (2.8) 
In the same way as for the case x>O, by (2.4) and (2.8) we have 
lim inf T(k-1)i2{F;(~, e,)+ T-“‘F;(x, e,)+ ... + T-fk-~1)/2F~p1(~~, eo) 
r-m 
-H&x,8,,)-T-“2H,(~, e,)- ... -T-‘kp’)‘2H~pI(..x, e,)}aO 
for all x < 0. (2.9) 
Thus we make the following definition. 
DEFINITION 1 (Akahira and Takeuchi [3]). A kth-order AMU {oT} is 
called k th-order asymptotically efficient if for each 8 E 0, 
&lx P,T{fi(B,- e) 6 x} 
=H,j+(x,e)+T-“2H:(.x,e)+ ... +T~‘k-1”2Hk+_l(~,e)+~(T~(k- 1”2) 
for all x > 0, 
=H;(x,~)+T-~/~H;(x,~)+ ... +T-‘~~~)‘~H~~,(~,~)+~(T~~~~I)‘~) 
for all x < 0. 
In the above discussion we can regard the bound distribution 
H;(X, e,)+ T-“‘H:(X, e,)+ ... + T-‘k--1”2HkC_I(X, e,) 
as an approximation of the power function of the testing hypothesis 
H+ :e=e,+qJT ( x >O) against alternative K: 8 = 0, at significance 
level 4 + o( T- (kp ‘)j2) By the fundamental lemma of Neyman and Pearson . 
this bound distribution can be given by deriving the asymptotic expansion 
of the likelihood ratio test which tests the null hypothesis 
H+ : 8 = 8,, + XI,/‘? (x > 0) against the alternative K : 0 = B0 at significance 
level f + 0( Tefkp 1’/2). In case of x < 0, we can proceed similarly. 
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3. DERIVATION OF ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSION 
As we saw in the previous section we use asymptotic expansions of the 
concerned statistics in our discussions of higher order effkiency. Thus, in 
this section we explain a derivation of the asymptotic expansion. Let 
u,= (24, )...) up)’ be a measurable function of a sample X1,..., X,. Suppose 
that all order of cumulants of U, exist and satisfy the following: 
ci=cum(ui)= Tp112~(1)+ Tp1cj2’+o(Tp’), (3.1) 
cii=cum(ui, u~)=c~;)+ Tp1’2~i,?)+ T-‘c~?‘+o(T-I), (3.2) 
cijk=cum(ui, uj, ZQ,) = T- *‘2cf2+ T-‘c$‘+ o(T-‘), (3.3) 
(--iykrn =cum(ui, t$, tdk, u,)‘T-‘c$+o(T-‘), (3.4) 
i, j, k, m = I,..., p, and the Jth-order cumulant satisfies 
ci, ..i,=cum’J’(u ,,,..., u~~)=O(T~~~~+‘) foreachJ25. (3.5) 
Then the characteristic function of U, is expressed as 
exp 
ii 
c cj(iti) + 4 1 c,i(iti)(it,) + 4 c cijk(if,)(it,)(ifk) 
ij ij,k 
cijkm( iti)( ifj)( ifk)( it,) + ’ ’ ’ 
+ c 
(2) (‘I, 
iJ’,i’j’,k’ 
‘gl:F (iti)(ilj)(itp)(itj’)(ifk,) 
+ c 
(1) (I), 
ij.k.i’j’.k 
“$~ (iti)(ifj)(itk)(itc)(ifj’)(ifk’) 
+o(T-I)]. (3.6) 
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Inverting (3.6) by the Fourier inverse transform we have 
P(u, <YIY., ql<Y,) 
+ c 
c!Z’c!.‘! 
i.,.,‘, j’.k’ 
J$ Hijijzk,( y) 
,(I) .(I) 
+ c ‘%?!?I Hijki’i’k,( y) 
~.~.k.i.j‘,k’ J2T I 
dy + o( Tm ‘)- (3.7) 
wherey=(y,,...,y,)‘, N(~;Q)=(~~c)-“~~ISZI “2exp(-Jy’QP’y), 
(-1)’ d,‘ 
H,,. Jy)=- 
N(y; Q, dyjj “‘dyj, 
N( Y; Q), and a = (c!!‘) !I ’ 
In the special case of p = 1 and CT’,\’ = 1, we have 
11) 
P(u, <y,)=@(y,)-&y,) “I+g 
fiT 
c(2)c(l) 
+ y2;f1 -( -6y;+3) 
(1) cll) 
+c~(y~-10y~+‘5~~,) 
I 
+o(T- ‘), (3.8) 
where @(y)=J”,&t)dt, d(r)=(l/fi) exp-(r’/2). Fang and 
Krishnaiah (1982) gave the Edgeworth expansion for a function of sum of 
independent non-normal random vectors. 
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4. EVALUATION METHOD OF ASYMPTOTIC MOMENTS 
To derive the asymptotic expansions for some basic statistics, as we saw 
in Section 3, it is required to evaluate the asymptotic cumulants or 
moments of the statistics. 
Now we introduce D, and D,,,,, the spaces of functions on C--n, n]; 
DA= f:f(A)= 
i 
f a(u)exp(-iui),a(u)=a(--u), 
u= -x 
f Id2 b(u)l<~ 9 
u= -‘x I 
D 
for some positive integers r and s, where ,4(z) = c;=O aizi and B(z) = 
c;=O fijzj are bounded away from zero for 1 z I 6 1 }. 
We set down the following assumptions. 
ASSUMPTION 1. The process {X,; t = 0, f 1, f 2 ,..., } is a Gaussian 
stationary process with the spectral density fe(l) E D,,,,, 6 E 0 c RP, and 
mean 0. 
ASSUMPTION 2. The spectral density fe(A) is continuously five times dif- 
ferentiable with respect to 8, and the derivatives af,/d9,, a2fo/&3jaOk,..., 
a5fe~aejae,ao,ae,ae, (j, k,m, 1, n = l,...,p) belong t0 D,. 
ASSUMPTION 3. If 8 # 8*, then fe #fe* on a set of positive Lebesgue 
measure. 
ASSUMPTION 4. The matrix 
is positive definite for all 8 E 0. 
Suppose that a stretch, X, = (X, ,..., A’,)’ of the series (X,} is available. 
Let 2, be the covariance matrix of X,. The likelihood function based on 
XT is given by 
8 
Let 
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(4.1) 
1 z,=- 
,I-i 
a2 i0g /r(ej-E a210g1,(6) 
ae,ao, 0 ae;ae, I 9 T 
and 
. 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
Hereafter we shall treat statistics which are approximated by simple 
functions of Zi, Z,, and Z,,. To give their asymptotic expansions, we 
evaluate the asymptotic cumulants (moments) of Z,, Z,, and Z,. Here we 
can see that 
and 
a3i0g IT(e) 
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where C$), C$j), and Cpk) are the TX T-Toeplitz type matrices whose 
(I, m)th elements are given by 
s 
n 
ei(/- m)i 
--7[ 
and 
I 
II e’(lL m)l 
-n 
atr.:i ae f@(1) dl, respectively. 
I I k 
TO evaluate the asymptotic moments of Z;, Z,, and Z,, we need the 
following lemmas. The first one is due to Magnus and Neudecker [ 143. 
LEMMA 1. Let A, B, and C be symmetric matrices of order T (non-ran- 
dom); then 
(i) E(X;AX,. XkBX,) = (tr AC,)(tr BC,) + 2 tr AC,BC,, 
(ii) E(XkAX,*X>BX.. X’&‘X.) = (tr AC,)(tr BC,)(tr Cz,) 
+ 2[(tr A.YSC,)(tr BC,CL,) + (tr Bz,)(tr AZ&E’,) 
+ (tr CJI’,)(tr AC,BL’,)] + 8 tr AC,BC,CZT. 
The second one is due to Taniguchi [ 151 
LEMMA 2. Suppose that fi(A),...,fs(i)EDA, gl(l),...,g,(l)E DARMA, We 
define rl ,..., r,, A, ,..., A,Y, the T x T- Toeplitz type matrices, by 
(k, I= l,..., T, j= l,..., s). Then 
T-‘trT,A;‘r,A,‘...r,A,~~’ 
=&[I fi(n)...f,(n)g,(n)-'.,.g,(~)-' dl+O(T-‘). 
n 
Using Lemmas 1 and 2, it is not difficult to show the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3. Under Assumptions 14, we have 
E(Z,Z,)=Z,+O(T-‘), (4.7) 
J!?(Z,Zjk)=J~k+O(T-‘), (4.8) 
E(ZiZjZ,)=LKgk+O(T-3’2), 
Jr 
(4.9) 
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E(ZiZ,km)=Lgk, + O(T-‘), (4.10) 
cOv(-& z,,) = M,, + 0( T--l), (4.11) 
~(Z,Z,Z,,)=lN,,+O(T -3’2), 
fi 
(4.12) 
(4.13) 
vhere 
(4.14) 
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(4.18) 
(4.19) 
(4.20) 
Henceforth, if 8 is scalar, we use Z, J, K, etc. (or Z(e), J(e), K(8), etc.) 
instead of Z+ J,, K,, etc. for simplicity. In the subsequent sections we 
need the following lemmas to prove the validity of Edgeworth expansions. 
putZ+Z~n/2c,i’-‘... Z’$j.,A$‘, where { Zjj)} and {A{“} are the same type 
of matrices as Z, and A,, respectively, given in Lemma 2. Then we have 
LEMMA 4. Under Assumptions 1-4, for every integer q B 1, the orders of 
the following 2qth cumulant and moment are given by 
Cl; =cum J- (X>B,X.-EXkBr X.),..., 
i fi 
L CG-B,,XT- ~;B,,,W 
fi 
= O(TP”+‘), (4.21) 
M,T,=E 
[ 
-&(~;B,x,-E~;B,x,) 2q 1 
= O(l), (4.22) 
respectively. 
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Proof. We can represent 
C$ = T-? cum {&CT ll’BIC; ‘J2zT,..., z’J, ‘12BZ,,E~ “‘z,}, (4.23) 
where z$ = (z’ ,..., zT) is a random vector distributed as N( 0 T, IT), (I, is 
the T x T-identity matrix). Denote the (i,j)th component of C; ‘I2 B,C; ‘I2 
by b$‘. Then, using the fundamental properties of cumulant, we have 
(4.24) 
(see Theorem 2.3.1 of Brillinger [6]). Noting Theorem 2.3.2 of Brillinger 
[6], it is not difftcult to show 
T ‘ltr fi (.L’:,‘B,) 
/= 1 
By Lemma 2, we have tr nf:, (ET ’ B,) = O(T), which completes the proof 
of (4.21). As for (4.22), making use of the identity (see Brillinger [S] ), 
E( Y, Y>. . . Y2,)=~cum(Y,(j~vl)}~~~cum{Yi(j~~p)}r 
where the summation is over all partitions (v’ , \I~,..., vP) (p = I,..., 2~) of 
integers l,..., 211, and noting (4.21) we have (4.22). 1 
LEMMA 5. Under Assumptions 1-4, ,for every integer q > 1, we have 
P -:jX;B,X,j >prT1j2 (4.25) 
for some sequence pT--+O, p,T”‘+ cc1 as T+ cci. 
Proof. By Tchebychev’s inequality, we have 
P 1 IX;B,X,-EXkB’X,I >a 
,/‘T 
for any a > 0. Then we have 
(4.26) 
P (4.27) 
Noting that (l/T) EC&B’ XT= 0( 1) and Ml; < 03, and choosing a = Tp, 
in (4.27), we have the desired result. 1 
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5. THIRD-ORDER BOUND DISTRIBUTION 
FOR THE CLASS OF THIRD-ORDER AMU ESTIMATORS 
In this section we shall give the third-order bound distribution given in 
(2.5) for third-order AMU estimators. Let X,= (X, ,..., X,)’ be an observed 
stretch of the series {X,}. We denote the covariance matrix of X, by C,. 
The log-likelihood function based on X, is given by 
G(e)= -;log2n-;log ,z,,-;x;z;lx,, (5.1) 
Consider the problem of testing hypothesis H: 6’= 8, + x/fi (x > 0) 
against alternative K : f3 = 8,. Let LR = G( f3,) - G(8, ), where 8 r = 
8, +x/a To give the bound distribution (see (2.5)) we shall derive the 
Edgeworth expansion of LR. Since the spectral density f,(n) is con- 
tinuously five times differentiable we get 
where BO < 8’ < 8,. Here we can express as (a5/a05) G(e) = X;B, X, + tr Bz, 
where B, and B, are the same type matrices given in Lemmas 4 and 5. 
Using Lemmas 2 and 5, it is easy to show that 
(5.2) 
The following lemma is essentially due to Chibisov [7]. 
LEMMA 6. Let YCT) be a random variable which has the stochastic expan- 
sion 
y(r)= y(T)+ T-(‘+I)/2 r 5 T3 
where Y(‘) has the valid Edgeworth expansion up to order T-‘l* and 5, r 
satisfies 
J’(l4A vrfi:=o(T-“*h 
where pr + 0, p *T”’ + co as T -+ 00. Then YcT’ has the same Edgeworth 
expansion as that of YLT1 up to order T- ri2. 
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Noting (5.2) and Lemma 6, in order to derive the Edgeworth expansion 
for LR up to order Tp ‘, we have only to derive that of 
Thus we evaluate the cumulants (moments) of L% under 0 = 8, and 8 = 0,. 
We write 
(5.3) 
where Z(O) = (1/4x) jYn { (a/8e)fe(,I)}2 fe(,I-‘&, and d(8) will be 
explicitly evaluated in the case of ARMA( 1, 1). Using Lemmas 1, 2, and 3, 
it is not difficult to show 
X3 
- (3J(e,)+ zqe,)) +$d(eo) 
6,rT 
+gT (We,) + 3M(8,) + 6N(B,) + H(f3,)) + o( Tp ‘), (5.4) 
(5.5) 
cum,,(LG L%L7i}= -%qeo~-+$v(e,)+o(r- ‘), (5.6) 
3 
cumHo{L%, fi, G, L%} =~H(e,)+o(T-l), (5.7) 
Remembering Lemma 4, we can see that the Jth order cumulant satisfies 
cumg){L%,..., Lx} = O(TpJ12+ ‘) for Ja 5. (5.8) 
Putting Y, = (G - EB,( L%)}/{xfi7}, where I, = I + A/T, similarly we 
have 
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Var,,(Y,)=l+ih,+~b,+o(T-I), 
JT 
cume,% b, b} =J-C, ++c,+~(T-~), 
fi 
cume, { VI-3 VT, VT, VT} = f  d, + o( T- '), 
cun-$){V, ,..., V,}=o(T-J'2+1), ~35, 
15 
(5.9) 
(5.10) 
(5.11) 
(5.12) 
where b, = (x/Z)(J+ K), 6, = (x2/12Z)(4L + 3M+ 18N+ 6H), c1 = -K/Z”/‘, 
c2 = -(x/2Z3”)(3N+ 2H), d, = H/Z2. Remembering (3.8), we get the follow- 
ing Edgeworth expansion: 
+(-&+$- 1) 
+(&+$)(a3-3u)+z(a4-6ai+l) 
+&z- lOa3+ 15a) +o(T-‘). 1 
Noting @(a) = 4 + a&a) - (a3/2) &a) + . . . . and if we put a = -c,/6fi- 
c,/6T+ b,c,/6T in (5.18) it is easy to show 
P,:(V,<u)=++o(T-‘), (5.14) 
P,TI(VT&z)=~+o(T~‘). (5.15) 
Putting IV,= - { VT- a - xfiT} and x’ = x,/?~, similarly we get the 
following Edgeworth expansion 
: +gT(xrs- ~OX’~+ 15x’) (5.16) 
683/18/l-2 
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where /I3 = - (3J+ 2K)/13’*, b4 = 38: - (4L + 3M+ 12N+ 3H)/Z*, 
B*=$G-j$- 
12L+9M+36N+8H 
12z2 . 
If (8,) is third order AMU, then remembering (2.7), the fundamental 
lemma of Neyman and Pearson, and 0(x’) = @(x,/?)+ (xd/2T,/?) 
4(x$) + o( T- ’ ), we have 
THEOREM 1. For any e ,^ E A 3, we have 
limsupT[P&{fi(~,-6,)<y}-FL:)(y)]<0 fory > 0, (5.17) 
T-CC 
where 
For Y-C 0, similarly we have 
liminfTIP&{fi(B^r--OO)<y}-F~~)(y)]>O. 
T- ‘cc 
(5.19) 
Now we seek the bound distribution Fh3)( y) for concrete 
parameterization of the spectral density. Calculations for Z, J, K, etc, can be 
done by the residue theorem (see [ 151). However direct calculations for 
d(8) are very troublesome (i.e., T-‘-order term of T-‘tr C;l~J~‘~T). 
So we make the following device. The first part of the following lemma is 
given by differencing log det Z, twice. The second part is essentially due to 
Galbraith and Galbraith [ 111. 
LEMMA 7. Suppose that the spectral density f@(A) of {X,> is given by 
Then we have 
tr~;l.fT~,lfT= -a210~~~tZT+tr~;LfT, (5.20) 
logdetC,=210g(l-~~)-log(l-a2)-log(l-~2) 
+ T log o2 + 0(/I”), (5.21) 
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where 2, and t‘, are the TX T-Toeplitz type matrices whose (m, n)th 
elements are given by JTn ei@‘-n’“(~/k?6)fe(A) dl and j?, ei(“-n)i(82/832) 
f@(A) dA, respectively. 
Put C; l = {m,}, r, s = l,..., T. Galbraith and Galbraith [11] gave the 
exact expressions of mrs for ARMA(1, 1). From their exact expressions we 
get 
mrr = $( 1 - p’) (Pa)’ [l_p2”-1)8217-r)]+~+O(lY~), 
= cii,, + o(p’) say r = l,..., T, (5.22) 
m J-‘-‘(B-w-a (P-d2 r+s-2 
rs a2(1 -fl’) -02(1-~2) B 
(5.23) 
= 6& + O(P’) say I <r<s< T. 
Now we can do the following evaluation: 
trCFIZT= f Gi,,a,,+2 ‘f’ i ksars + WT2PT), (5.24) 
r=l r=l s=r+l 
where arS is the (r, s)th element of 2,. Using the residue theorem and 
Lemma 7 we have 
PROPOSITION 1. For the spectral density 
r,cn,=;;;+;y: 
we have 
K(a2) = -$, -68 K(B)=(l-p2)2’ 
L(d) = -$ 6 + 18fi2 L(p) = (1 _ jj2)3’ 
J(a) = (1 _ u2)2’ 
6cr 
K(a) = (I_ a2)2’ 
L(a) = 0, 
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A4(CT2) =-g 6 + 14f12 M(fi)= (1 +2)3 
2+2x2 
M(a)=(l -a2)3’ 
N(cJ’)= -5; -S-20f12 N(fi)= (l-p’)” ) 
-4-801~ 
N(a)= (1 -@2)3’ 
H(02)=$, 
6(3 + 7f12) 
WP)= (1 -j2)3 2 
6( 3 + 7~‘) 
H(a)= (1 -c12)3 ’ 
A(a2)=0, 
d(B) = a’( 1 - S/3’) + a(48 + 4p3) - 3/3’ - 1 
(1 -p’)* (1 -ab)’ ’ 
d(a) = /I’(3a2 - 1) - 4a3p + 3a2 - 1 
(1 -a2)2 (1 -afl)’ 
Using the above results we get 
THEOREM 2. For the ARMA spectral density model 
we have the following third-order bound distributions for 9 = 02, p, and a: 
(5.25) Ed’=@-41’) 
& 5v 7y3 )'5 
3,irT++18T+FT 1 2 
F):‘(Y)=@(Y)-4~) c a’( 3p4 + 13p’ - 2) - 2a( 7p3 f 7/3) + 9fl’ + 5 4T(l -p2)(1 -ap)2 Y 3 1 
(5.26) 
e)(Y)=@(Y)-4(Y) -J&--q 
[ 
+{(3a4-3a2+2)/?‘+(2a3-6a)/?+5-3a2} 
4T(l-#(l-a2) 
Y 
(l+2a2)y3 a2y5 - 
2T(l-a2) +2T(l -a2) 1 (5.27) 
Remark 1. In the special case of /I =O, i.e., an autoregressive model of 
order 1, the above bound distribution FL3’( y) becomes 
@(v)+4(y) 
[ 
(3a2-5)y (1 +2a2)y3 
J&+4T(l-a2)+ 2T(l-a2) -2,;‘“a2) 1 ’ 
which coincides with the result of Fujikoshi and Ochi [lo]. 
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6. THIRD-ORDER ASYMPTOTIC PROPERTIES OF MLE 
In this section we shall investigate the third-order asymptotic properties 
of MLE. Here we shall get interesting results. That is, appropriately 
modified (to be third-order AMU) maximum likelihood estimators are not 
always third-order asymptotically efficient in A 3. 
Now we use the following notations throughout this section: 
(6.2) 
(6.3) 
where G(8) is defined by (5.1). For simplicity we sometimes use Z(‘), Z”‘, 
Zc3) instead of Z(‘)(O), Z(‘)(O), Z(‘)(e), respectively. For a while we develop 
the discussion by using the argument similar to that of Bhattacharya and 
Ghosh [4] and Taniguchi [16]. Consider the equation 
0 = T- ’ $ G(B,) + T- l(e- e,) -$ G(8,) 
(6.4) 
where RT(0) is the usual remainder in the Taylor expansion, for which it 
holds that 
w,(e)1 ~&TIe-e,~4 sup 
le’-elSls-eol I I 
g G(e’) . 
In view of (4.26) and (4.27) in Lemma 5, we can see that there exist 
positive constants d, and d2 such that 
P,,[Z”‘(B,) > d, F] = o( T- I), (6.6) 
Peo[z(2)(e,) > d, T”] = o( Tp ‘), (6.7) 
P,,[Z’3’(B,) > d, T”] = o( T- ‘), (6.8) 
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ii 1 >d,T” =o(T-‘), (6.9) 
f’e,[I&(e)l > 1fl-8,14 {dz+d,T-“‘+‘}] =o(T-‘), (6.10) 
for any CI (0 < c( < 4). Therefore, on a set having P,,-probability at least 
1 - o( T- ‘), for some constants d3 and d4 > 0 we can rewrite (6.4) as 
8-~o=(Z(8,)+tjr)-1 [6,+(2T)--’ (&&J’ -$ G(b) 
+$T(~-e,)3$c(eO)+d3 le-e,ly, 1 , (6.11) 
where vr and 6, are random variables whose absolute values are less than 
d, T- “’ +n and CT is a random variable whose absolute value is less than 
one. There exist a suffkiently large d, > 0 and an integer TO such that if 
T>T, and /8-801 <d5T-‘12+a, the right-hand side of (6.11) is less than 
d5T-1/2+a. Applying the Brouwer fixed point theorem to the right-hand 
side of (6.11) we have the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 2. There exists a statistic e ,^, such that 
PBo[ I e,, - 8, I < d5 Tp ‘I2 + ‘, e ,^, solves (6.4)] 
= 1 -a(T-‘). 
(6.12) 
Putting I/,= fi(&,, - 0,) we have 
o=z(‘)(e,,)+T-1’2z’2’(e,) VT-Z,(eo) v,+~-‘T--~‘~ {-&Wj vz, 
where lo*-8,1 <I&,-OOl. We rewrite (6.13) as 
(6.13) 
(6.14) 
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Notice that 
E,T-‘&B)= -35(e)-K(@+O(T-‘), (6.15) 
E,T~‘$G(B)= -4L(8)-3M(f9)-6N(8)-H(8)+O(T-‘). (6.16) 
Substituting 
+$ Z’L’Z’2)2+~Z(1~2z(31- 
i 
VJ+ K) z’l)~z’2’ 
21 
+ (35+ a2 z(1)’ 
212 - 
4L+3M+6N+Hz,,,j 
61 
for VT in the right-hand side of (6.14), and using (6.6)-(6.10), (6.12), (6.15), 
(6.16), we have the following proposition: 
PROPOSITION 3. We have the following stochastic expansion 
,,@&,,, - 0,) = U,(&,) + T-3’2[T, 
where 
PTJT 
rT. satisfies PeO( 1 tT1 > p,fij = o( T- ‘) for some sequence pT + 0, 
-+cc as T-00. 
Remark 2. By Lemma 6, the Edgeworth expansion for JT(gML - 0,) 
(up to order T- ‘) is equal to that for UAt?,). Thus we have only to derive 
the Edgeworth expansion for U,(&,). 
It is not difficult to show 
(6.17) EUT= -ff$$+~(T~‘), 
var uT=Ipl-+T+ 
7J2+14JK+5K2 L+4N+H 
214T - 13T 
+ o(T- ‘), (6.18) 
3J+ 2K 
cum( UT, UT, UT) = -- 
13JT 
+o(T-l), (6.19) 
cumtUT? UT, UT? UT)= 
12(2J+ K)(J+ K) 4L + 12N+ 3H 
I’T - 14T 
+o(T-‘), 
(6.20) 
cumCJ’(UT,..., UT) = O(T- ‘j2+ ‘) 
Thus we have the following theorem: 
for 535. (6.21) 
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THEOREM 3. 
-2 
+sT(xs- 10x3+ 15x)] +o(T-‘), (6.22) 
where 
J+K 
@-I = -213/22 
7J2+ 14JKf5K2 L+4N+H A 
P2 = 
2r3 - r2 
-- 
r’ 
3J+ 2K 
YI= - 
s _ 12(2J+ K)(J+ K) 4L + 12N+ 3H 
7, I- - 13 12 
In the special case of 
fH( 
we have 
11 -peill’ 
(1 --eyZ’ 
47 - 02) <x} = Q(x) - d(x) 
(6.23) 
3-p 
+4T(l -/?“) 
(6.24) 
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G- id- ~(dML-a)<x}=@(x)-m(x){ -a(x2+1) fi&2 
+ P’(a” - 7a2 + 2) + /3(6a3 + 2~) + 1 - Su2 
4T( 1 - a2)( 1 - &$)2 
X 
a2+ 1 Ct2X5 
-4T(l -a2)X3+2T(1 -a’) I 
+o(T-‘), 
(6.25) 
where &2,,, flML, and oi,, are the maximum likelihood estimators of rs’, p, 
and a, respectively. 
Remark 3. In the special case of /I = 0, i.e., an autoregressive model of 
order 1, the right-hand side of (6.25) becomes 
@(x)-$4(x) 
[ 
- a(x2+ l) 1 - 5ct2 c?+ 1 
*J~+4T(1-aZ)X-4T(1-a2)X3 
a2x5 
+2T(l -a2) 1 +o(T-‘), (6.26) 
which coincides with the result of Fujikoshi and Ochi [lo]. 
Also we can evaluate he mean square errors of estimators up to T- ‘- 
order. 
THEOREM 4. 
1 
=l+, 
15J2+30JK+11K2 L+4N+H Ll 
4z3 - f 
-r +o(T-‘). 
I 
(6.27) 
In the special case of 
fm=g ;p;q:, 
we have 
E{&&,-o’)r= 1 +o(T-‘), (6.28) 
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c?(-~4+13~2-1)+,(-2~3-20~)+2~2+9 
(l-8*,(1 -am2 
+o(T-‘) 
(6.29) 
f12(14a4-5a2+1)+/?(4a-24a3)+lla2-1 
(1 -a2)(1 -a/?)’ 
+o(T-‘). 
(6.30) 
For i.i.d. multinomial case the evaluation of the type (6.27) for the variance 
of the maximum likelihood estimator has been studied earlier by Rao 
(1962) who introduced the concept of the second order efficiency which 
corresponds to our third order efficiency in a class D which will be defined 
in the next section. 
Now we shall discuss the third-order asymptotic efficiency of the 
maximum likelihood estimators. To do so we modify I!?,, to be third order 
AMU. That is, we put 
(6.31) 
Noting that 
we can show that 
(3N+Hw2K(2J+K) 
3 T13 
ML 
)+o(T-,) 
(6.32) 
Putting U*,= fi(e^&, - f3), we have 
EU*,= -sT+o(T-‘), (6.33) 
Var V*,= l--g+ 
-3L-9N-2H+21J2+34JK+ 11K’ 
3I*T 6Z3T 
+o(T-‘), 
(6.34) 
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cum(U*,, U*,, U*,)= _3J+2K+o(~pl), 
PJT 
(6.35) 
cum( U*,, U*,, U$, U*,) = 
12(25+ K)(J+ K) 4L + 12N+ 3H 
13T - 12T 
+o(T-‘), 
(6.36) 
cumCJ’(U*,,..., U*,)=O(T-J’2+1) for J> 5. (6.37) 
Thus we have 
THEOREM 5. 
JTr(e^&r-e)<y} 
4L+12N+3H 
24I= Y3 
+ (3J+2K)2 
72T13 
y5 1 + o( T- ‘). (6.38) 
Thus the difference between the third-order bound distribution Fi3)( y) given 
by (5.18) and (6.38) is 
=J*(MI-J2)+~(T-1) for y > 0. (6.39) 
In the special case of 
kI,,=,ll - l/T) [,, and a&, = (I+ l/T) oi,, which are third-order AMU, 
FLY(y) - P,‘2 (6.40) 
(i.e., dE, is third-order asymptotically efficient), 
Ff’(y)-PpT 
=4t:Ii; T$(Y)Y3>0 fory>O, (6.41) 
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(i.e., /?& is not third-order asymptotically efficient), 
(i.e., c?& is not third-order asymptotically efficient). 
Also we have the following theorem: 
THEOREM 6. The modified maximum likelihood estimator 
$& = e ,^, + K($,,)/6TI*(t?,,) is third-order asymptotically eflicient if and 
only if the spectral density fO(,I) satisfies the following differential equation; 
(6.43) 
where c(B) is a function which depends only on 0. The condition (6.43) is 
equivalent that the spectral density fo(l) is parameterized as 
exp CJ - c(Q de) 
exp (j-c(O) de) de + b(A) de , I 
(6.44) 
where s( . ), b( ’ ) are functions which depend onl?, on 1. 
Proof. By (6.39) we can see that &,,, is third-order asymptotically 
efficient if and only if MI-J* = 0. By Schwarz’s inequality we have 
where the equality holds if and only if 
gf;l -2 (!g)‘f;2= -c(d)$jf;‘, (6.46) 
where c(0) depends only on 8. The above (6.46) implies (6.43). From (6.43) 
we have 
which implies (6.44). m 
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7. THIRD-ORDER ASYMPTOTIC EFFICIENCY OF MLE IN D 
As we saw in the previous sections the maximum likelihood estimator is 
not always third-order asymptotically efficient in the class A3. However, in 
this section we shall get a unified result. That is, if we confine ourselves to a 
class of estimators D c A,, then we can show that the maximum likelihood 
estimator which is modified to be third-order AMU, is third-order 
asymptotically efficient in D. Hereafter we use the notations in Section 4. 
We shall state the results without proofs because we extend the results of 
Taniguchi [ 171 to the case when unknown parameter 0 is a vector. 
Let X,=(X1,..., X,)’ be a stretch from the series {X,} which satisfies 
Assumptions l-4. We set 
and 
z(I) = (Z, )..., Z,)‘, z’*’ = (Z,), u=z(e)-‘z(l), 
0) E,Z”)Z”“=z(e)+~+o(T~‘). 
Let S be the class of the estimators 8, which are asymptotically expanded 
as 
~(e.-e,=U+Q/~+l)p(T-l12), (7.1) 
where Q = (Q,,..., Qp)’ = O,(l). We assume that fi(@,-0) has the 
Edgeworth expansion up to the order T-l and that 
(7.2) 
where p = (p , ,..., cl,)’ = EBQ. Putting 
s = (S,,..., S,)’ = fi(&-- &&), 
we can show that 
where Z’j and vii are the (i,j)th elements of Z(O)-’ and Z(e))'A(0)Z(8)-1, 
respectively, and 
Di= f Zik-.$ (differential operator). 
k=l k 
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We denote 
auk = - f 
;‘j’,k’ = , 
I”‘IJ’lkk { 2&s,, + Jiyks + Jfkzi< + Jk,ff ), 
A,,=E,Uiejek+E,u,~i~k+E,Ukeiei, 
where Qi= Qj-pLi. Then we can show that 
We define 
(7.4) 
flijkm = -3HW” _ 2(NOkm + pk/” + pvk + Njkim 
+ Nimik + NWi) _ (Ll’km + Lvmk + Likq 
+ LjkmL) + $(pkm + rJikm + pkfm 
+ rk’/m + rrmrk + pjik + rkmif + pkij 
+ rikinl + rklim + rimJk + puk ), 
where 
r ‘lkrn = .z~z~ccfl,.~k,,m.~n.,n = 1 Ii”pIkk’r”“‘l”” 
x (Ki,j,n, + J,.,,,, + Jk.i’n’)(ZKk’m’n’ + J,,,‘k’,,’ + Jk’for), 
fPk” = C~ZZ;p,.,,,,,. = , I’i’r”~lkk’J~m’Hii.‘k.m.) 
N iikm = ~~~&!!J.~k.,,. = , Ii~IJJ’lkk’Jmm’Ni~k,~,, 
and 
L qkm = .r:cz‘,9,.,,.,,. = 1 I”‘lji’lkk’rmm’Li’i,k,~,. 
Then we can show 
cum(Si, sj, Sk, s,,,)=+8,,,, + o(T-‘). (7.5) 
Remembering (3.71, and noting (7.2)-(7.5) we get the following asymptotic 
expansion: 
P&/@&-e) E C} 
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where C is a convex set in RP. 
Now we introduce a class D (c S) of estimators which satisfy 
&j,=o(l) for ij,k = l,..., p. (7.7) 
As the following two propositions will show, this class D is a natural one. 
PROPOSITION 4. The maximum likelihood estimator 8,, of 0 belongs to 
D. 
Let 6 qML be a quasi-maximum likelihood estimator, which maximizes the 
quasi-likelihood; 
with respect to 9, where Aj = 2zj/T, and 7 .(A,,) = (1/2nT)I C,T= 1 X,e ~ %’ I*. 
Then we have 
PROPOSITION 5. The quasi-maximum likelihood estimator fiOML belongs 
to D. 
In view of (7.6), if we modify &ED to be coordinate-wise third-order 
AMU, then II = (p ,,..., pp 
6,~ Dn A, (in (7.6)) . 
)’ is specified by pijk. Thus undetermined term for 
is only Cov( Qj, Q,). If we get an estimator in D n A3 
which minimizes the matrix (Cov(Q,, Q,)}, then it maximizes the concen- 
tration probability. Here we have 
PROPOSITION 6. Suppose that an estimator aT belongs to D. The matrix 
{Cov(Qi, Q,), i, j = l,..., p 1 is minimized if ,,/?(e,-- f3) has the following 
stochastic expansion: 
fi(ij,-e)=U+‘I(e)-‘Z(‘W 
JT 
1 
+- 
2fi 
Z(0)-’ R...UU+~~+O~(T~~~*), 
d+ 
(7.8) 
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where 5 is a constant elector and R... = (R, >, R, = -Kg, - Jg, - Jjki - Jk,,, 
and R... o UO U is a p-dimensional column vector with ith component 
Cj.k R, Uj Uk. I 
The stochastic expansion (7.8) is nothing but that of maximum 
likelihood estimator (see Proposition 3 for scalar case). Finally we get the 
followng theorem: 
THEOREM 7. If we modijj the maximum likelihood estimator of 0 to be 
third-order AMU, then it is third-order asymptotically efficient in the 
class D. 
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